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Mowery and Ziedonis (2000)
Bayh-Dole’s effect on The University of California and
Stanford technology production

UC Patent applications increased as % of disclosures from 24
to 31%, while the share of patents that were licensed
increased 25 to 35%

Gross income (from licensing) (in 1992 dollars)

1970 1985 1995
University of California 1,140,400 58,556,000
Stanford    842,600 38,833,100
Columbia        --- 542,000 31,790,300

So what?



Economic Outcome:

[Private Economic Returns]
e.g. licensing income - direct cost

[Social Economic Returns]
e.g. impact on firm performance…

[Indirect Opportunity Costs]

Question: Is it important to differentiate the impact of IPR
activities from the impact of University-industry 
collaborations?

+
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Counterfactual analysis

Principle:

“What would the system be today, if I.P. activities were kept
at a very low level in PROs?”

Method:

Choose a branching point in our actual history (e.g. 1980
for USA) and trace an alternative history that would follow
from this different branch having been taken.



I. The importance and usefulness of patents (generalities)

� It enables the innovator to cover the innovation costs and

make a profit.

� It facilitates the market test for it allows disclosure +

protection.

� It creates a transferable rights.

� It can be used to structure more complex transactions,

involving unpatented knowledge.

� It is a way to signal the future value of a firm’s technological

effort.



II. Shortcomings, costs and misuses (generalities)

� It creates static distortions from monopoly pricing

� It encourages socially wasteful expenditures on reverse

engineering

� Direct costs

� Indirect costs: possible reduction in value of other ways of

profiting from innovation

� Misuses:
�a single patent covers many innovations (broad patent scope, patents on generic

    knowledge)

�a single innovation is covered by many patents (the anti-commons trap)



III. Qualifying the trade-off for HEIs and PROs



IV. Importance and usefulness for HEIs and PROs

� It generates economic income (micro and macro incentives)

� It protects IP against appropriation by the private sector.

� It supports the increasing involvement of HEIs/PROs in the

commercialisation of research through collaborations, start up, and

licences.

� It can help to fill the gap between the “brilliant idea” and the

commercial product.

� It increases the awareness about knowledge management.

potential effect on productivity



V. Shortcomings, costs and misuses for HEIs and PROs

� It impedes the generation of public goods (delayed access -

secrecy - exclusivity).

� Indirect opportunity costs: reduces the value of other channels of

knowledge diffusion (publication - conferences - training -

expertise - consultancy - cooperation).

� It can generate conflicts by inducing institutional fragmentation.

� It can change the research agenda.

� It can amplify misuses, for example:

�patents on research tools

�anti-commons



The importance of knowledge cumulativeness

� Generic in the production is the prime factor in the production
of new knowledge and new ideas

� The more cumulative the use of knowledge, the more control
mechanisms will tend to generate social losses.



Beyond conflict

�The system of public research is not homogeneous.

�Exploit the differences:

�by field (e.g. biomedical us. ICTc)

�by industries that match PROs (e.g. science based vs. space

industry, vs capital, vs goods supply).

�by “general purposes” (e.g. universities vs. government labs)

�by technological objects (e.g. genes, software, databases …)



Patent score Anti-commons
Is the mode of patenting
“socially efficient” (3)?

Patent Copyright “Sui generis”

Yes No
Gains should or
should not captured by
private agents

New knowledge

Decision Tree

Is the knowledge new?

What kind of IPR regime (2)?

Exclusive licensing


